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Abstract

There are innovation creation process, innovations’ classifications, and measures considered in the paper. Recently focus on the literature moving from innovations relationship with financials to the role of people. This review considers board of directors group characteristics and CEO individual characteristics (the part of which impacts only firms from innovative industries) significant for innovation creation. The paper predicts investment in innovation, innovation outcome, and optimal for shareholders’ wealth board of directors’ type in dependence on CEO individual characteristics.
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Introduction about innovation creation process

What is innovation? The famous Austrian scientist, Josef Schumpeter, coined the term “innovation” in the 1930s and defined it as “new combinations” [1, p. 89]. The author suggested the next innovation process order: invention, innovation, diffusion, and imitation. As we can see from this sequence, the invention differs from innovation, and it is important for the current paper topic because it is devoted to innovation creation. Maclaurin (1953) [2] developed Schumpeter’s innovation creation process by adding ‘propensities’: the propensity to invent, the propensity to innovate, the propensity to finance innovation, and the propensity to adopt innovations. Many authors later used these terms in researches [3–7]. Also, the term propensity to imitate is in use (Singh, 2006) [5].

Companies’ innovative activities have a significant impact on the long-term development of the world economy. It requires investments that lead to the development of financial markets, increases the level of competitiveness that impacts consumers welfare, and drives the technological development of the world. Stimuli for companies to innovate are the opportunity of extra-profit receiving. Schumpeter considered profit as a risk premium, however, Knight (1921) [8] thought that profit exists due to uncertainty. But there are some problems with profit receiving from innovations. The thing is that in comparison with the trading business there is a much higher loss probability in innovation activity. An important role in innovation creation plays people, especially those of them who have significant decision-making power such as top managers and members of the board of directors [9–10]. Thus, studying their personal characteristics is useful, both for science and the companies investing in innovations.

Considering board members’ and top managers’ innovativeness we should look at the innovation creation process at the individual level. According to Schweizer (2006) [11], there is some type of mess in the literature regarding different innovation terms such as innovativeness, novelty-seeking, creativity, and innovative performance. To order terms, she suggested the novelty generation model (NGM). The starting point in the model is the “need for cognition”, which is converted to novelty seeking (Figure 1).

**Figure 1.** The key idea of the novelty generation model (NGM)

Source: [11].

Schweizer (2006) [11] used the term “novelty seeking” based on information that ‘novelty-seeking genes’ gens were found: “DRD4, DRD2-A2, SLC6A3-9” [12–14]. Novelty seeking is often considered as a concept relevant to the need to seek out new information, and to exploratory activity in response to novel stimulation [15]. But there is also another concept called ‘sensation-seeking’ developed by Zuckerman et al. [16–19]. He defined sensation seeking as: “...a trait defined by the seeking of varied, novel, complex, and intense sensations and experiences, and the willingness to take physical, social, legal, and financial risks for the sake of such experience” [17, p. 26]. According to these 2 definitions, we can conclude that the term sensation seeking is wider and includes novelty-seeking.

The second step in the model is “creativity”. Schweizer (2006) [11] divided it into novelty-finding and novelty-producing. Creativity according to Yagolkovskiy (2019) [20] is the ability to create new. According to Schweizer (2006) [11], creativity depends on 3 main traits: low levels of cortical and frontal-lobe activation [21], associative capabilities [22], and latent inhibition – the ability to keep many things on the mind at the same time [23]. West (2002) [24] and Cropley et al. (2011) [25] agree that an innovative process includes not only the generation of new ideas but also their possible modification and subsequent application, which are taken into the model as the third step – innovative performance. Schweizer (2006) [11] highlighted the main determinants of innovative performance: achievements need, self-confidence, perseverance, assertiveness, proactivity, extraversion, and cooperativeness. Many authors used these components in the research as explanatory variables for innovations [6, p. 26–27]. Interesting that Nambisan et al. (1998) [3] in their research about IT users’ propensity to innovate also highlighted almost the same three components of innovativeness: technology cognizance, ability to explore, and intention to explore a technology. Also, there is a lot of literature about innovations from technological, marketing, micro, and macro points of view [28]. Moreover, the branch of literature considered the collaborative effect on innovation is quite popular [29; 30]. Authors showed the importance of communication between people with opposite backgrounds for the creation and development of new ideas, for the invention step according to Schumpeter [1], and creativity according to Schweizer (2006) [11]. However, it was proven by Coskun et al. (2000) [31], that group creativity is higher when the group consists of 2–3 members, and the group loses its efficiency with an increase in the number of participants. So, the highest innovation output can be reached in the case of numerous contacts with people from different backgrounds developing an idea, and subsequent work in small teams to bring it to production.

The literature review consists of four main parts: 1) classification and measurement of innovation, 2) the board of directors’ role in innovation creation; 3) the CEO impact on innovations; 4) influence of the relationship between the CEO and the board on innovations.
Classification and measurement of innovation

Before moving to the board and the CEO roles in innovations’ creation it is important to overview how innovations are classified and how innovations’ input and output can be measured to be able to discuss innovations’ efficiency. There are some classifications of innovation. Damanpour (1996) [32] highlights 4 dimensions of innovation: administrative and technical, product and process, radical and incremental, initiation and implementation [33]. Administrative innovations relate to human resources, technical – to the technologies. Rogers (2010) [34] and Zaltman et al. (1973) [35] classification for the initiation of innovation and implementation looks like not types of innovation, but different stages in the innovation creation process considered earlier. Product and process, radical and incremental classifications are more widespread than others [36; 37]. Radical innovations which are also called disruptive, lead to fundamental changes in firm activity and contain a high degree of new knowledge [38; 39]. Incremental innovations refer to a small knowledge increase [38; 40]. This classification is close to the division of innovations on exploratory (when a firm creates new technological knowledge in comparison with the existing one) and exploitative (when technological knowledge was created from existing knowledge) [41]. There is also the term innovations ‘ambidexterity’ used in the literature that reflects organizational ability to manage both types of innovations [42].

Utterback and Abernathy (1975) [43] were one of the first who used product and process innovations classifications. Product innovation is “the commercialization of new goods or services to meet an external user need” [37, p. 306]. Process innovation is “the introduction into the organization’s production process or service operations of new elements” [32, p. 698]. Product and process innovation classification was used in numerous studies [36; 37; 44–47]. Recently this classification was modified by adding business model innovations by Amit and Zott (2012) [48]. The business model innovation changes firms’ value creation channels [37]. This wider innovations’ classification gathers popularity in research and was used, for example, in Johnson et al. (2008) [49], Crossan and Apaydin (2010) [50], Foss and Saebi (2017) [51], Snihur and Wiklund (2019) [37]. Also, innovations may be classified according to implementation areas: technological, administrative, marketing, etc.

There are two ways how a company can get innovative technologies: develop them by themselves or acquire them from outside [27]. This paper concentrates on the development of innovations inside a company. The most common method of innovation input measurement is the amount of research and development expenditure (R&D) – so-called R&D intensity, which is usually calculated as “R&D to total sales”, “R&D per employee” or R&D-to-market equity (R&D/ME) [52–56]. However, there is a problem with R&D recognition from an accounting point of view. According to IFRS (IAS 38) [57] expenditure can be recognized as R&D and capitalized only in cases when it can be proved that this expenditure will bring profit in the future. Also, firms are more interested not in investment in innovations, but in their outcomes. So, there is a necessity to evaluate it. There is a methodology to estimate innovations’ output as the share of innovation product sales to total sales [58]. The main deficiency of this approach is the unavailability of data about innovative product sales. This information may be received only using survey methodology. Also, scientists use a number of patents and patent citations that may be scaled on R&D expenditures, the number of employees involved in R&D activity [59], or R&D capital [53] to measure innovations outcome [60; 61]. However, this approach also has a disadvantage: it does not take into account the fact that patents have different values for a company (is this innovation radical or incremental?). That is why the patents’ value “weighted” approach [62] is considered as the best measurement for innovation outcome nowadays.

There is also a problem with an accounting of R&D accumulated, so-called R&D capital, and especially with its depreciation. Lev et al. (2005) [63] noticed that “companies with a high R&D growth rate relative to their profitability (typically early life-cycle companies) report conservatively, while firms with a low R&D growth rate (mature companies) tend to report aggressively” [63, p. 977]. And found “undervaluation of conservatively reporting firms and overvaluation of aggressively reporting firms” [63, p. 977]. Chan et al. (2001) [52] and Lev et al. (2005) [63] suggested the next way of R&D capital estimation: the 5-year cumulative R&D expenses assuming an annual depreciation rate of 20%

\[
RDCapital_{i,t} = R & D_{i,t-1} + 0.8\times R & D_{i,t-1} +
+0.6\times R & D_{i,t-2} + 0.4\times R & D_{i,t-3} + 0.2\times R & D_{i,t-4}
\]

This approach was used in some studies [53]. R&D capital depreciation rate is a separate question studied by many authors [64–66]. Recently Li and Hall (2020) [67] suggested a non-linear approach to R&D capital amortization and found that “the rates are in general higher than the traditionally assumed 15 percent and vary across industries” [67, p. 161].

Also, as R&D expenditures are exogenously dependent on past years’ financial results its estimation requires the usage of instrumented variables [27]. Laursen et al. (2012) [27] used current ratio (CA/CL), equity – noncurrent assets, and gearing ratio (owner’s equity over-borrowed funds) as instrumental variables for RD intensity. For external R&D acquired they used membership of a commercial consortium, labor flexibility (number employees on short-term contracts over the total number of employees), and gearing ratio as instruments.

Considered innovations measurements were used in 2 main branches of study: determinants of innovation input and estimation of innovations output and effectiveness [53; 68–69]. In 21 century these researches were extended by including additional variables, for example, intellectual capital [7] (13 359 documents in Scopus) and corporate governance characteristics [9; 53; 61] (27 797 documents in Scopus).
Especially scientists are interested in the CEO role in the innovation creation process. Figure 2 represents cumulative citations in Scopus in management and economics during 2016–2020 (Figure 2).

In this paper board of directors’ group characteristics and CEO personal characteristics significant for innovations are considered.

**Board role**

Only the board of directors’ characteristics relates to the board as the group of people will be discussed in this section as individual characteristics considered in the first and next sections may be applied for every board member.

External directors are historically considered as stabilizers and people who are responsible for corruption prevention in the company [70]. However, how do they impact innovations? From the first point of view, they bring a lot of information into the company, including information about recent innovations [71]. Balsmeier et al. (2014) [72] and Helmers et al. (2017) [73], highlighted the importance of independent and cross-board directors for R&D investment growth and the number of patents. But, from another point of view, external directors’ “stabilization function” prevents them from risky investment in innovations [74; 75] in comparison with internal directors. Balsmeier et al. (2017) [70] found that companies with a higher percentage of external directors on the board are concentrated on innovations in some technological areas in which they already had some success. It leads to an increase in citations, but the numbers of uncited and highly cited patents remain at the same level, which confirms the idea about independent directors’ risk-aversion. **Womens’ presence** on the board is traditionally considered as a source of gender diversity that, as every diversity should increase creativity [76] and, as an instrument for a reduction in risk appetite [77]. However, some recent studies, for example, Adams & Ragunathan’s paper “Lehman Sisters” (2017) [78], show that women in top management careers should be less risk-averse than men, so it’s difficult to predict the direction of their impact on a firm’s risk-perception level and innovations.

The board size role in innovation creation processes is still not identified clearly. On the one hand, the larger the board the more information and resources it has to manage. As proven by Mednick (1962) [22] information diversification increases creativity and an opportunity to create innovation consequently. On the other hand, there is an opinion that large boards are less efficient, due to the necessity to spend more time for negotiation [79], and do not have any significant impact on patents’ creation [71]. Another debatable board of directors’ characteristic is the number of board meetings per year. According to Vafeas’ (1999) [80] study, more frequent board meetings make the board more efficient in the long term, but this is caused, usually, by a bad state of affairs, at some stage in the company. However, Chen (2012) [79] did not find any significant relationship between the frequency of board meetings and R&D.

Regarding board tenure, we can also anticipate two factors. On the one hand, according to Ben Amar et al. (2013) [81], the longer tenure, the easier board members can make decisions, but, on the other hand, they lose their independence and there is a smaller number of new idea sources which can come to the company and push innovations. So, according to Bravo & Reguera Alvarado (2017) [55] study, there is no relationship between board tenure and R&D intensity. Numerous authors noticed the important roles of board members’ education and work experience for innovation creation. For example, according to Chen (2012) [79], board members’ education increases R&D investment, due to a higher ability to understand and manage complex, innovative projects. Also, it was shown in Allemand et al. study (2017) [10], that if board members have scientific degrees, engineering education, marketing, and research experience, a firms’ innovation activity is higher. Sun et al. (2020) [82] proved that a higher level of a firms’ human capital correlates with a greater number of patents.
**CEO duality** is a quite widespread phenomenon, when the CEO simultaneously acts as the Chairman of the Board. CEO duality has positive and negative effects. Classically, CEO duality is considered as an unfavorable factor for shareholders' wealth [54]. CEO duality reduces the board’s opportunity to control R&D expenditure to an efficient level [83]. According to Li & Yang (2019) [84], “CEO tenure is positively related to the percentage of exploitative innovation” [84, p. 539]. In the next block of the literature review, it will be considered in detail, how and why CEO personality is so important for innovation.

**CEO role**

The CEO is often considered as the face of the firm, and his or her actions highly impact company strategy and organization at all levels. That is why CEO individual characteristics and experience are very important for a company’s investment in innovations and its output, both in the form of patents and citations, and in the form of financial indicators [60; 85; 86]. Later in the text, CEO characteristics-affected innovations are considered in three dimensions: 1) innovativeness, 2) risk preferences, 3) overconfidence (including mitigation of negative effects).

**CEO innovativeness**

Islam and Zein, from Australia, in their article “Inventor CEOs” (2020) [61], studied the CEO propensity to innovate, measured as the number of patents belonging to the CEO. They divided the sample from S&P 1,500 high tech innovative companies, from 1993 to 2005, for five main categories: active inventor CEO, passive inventor CEO, non-inventor CEO, high-impact inventor CEO, and low-impact inventor CEO. The Active CEO is a CEO whose number of patents increased after becoming CEO, passive CEOs received all their patents before becoming CEO. The CEO with the highest number of patents in the sample is Steve Jobs, with 222 patents. The high-impact inventor CEO is a CEO who holds 2 or more highly cited patents.

The authors found a positive correlation between CEO’s propensity to innovate and innovations in the company [61]. However, there are 2 possible explanations: 1) An innovative company recognizes its potential and invites an inventor CEO type; 2) The Inventor CEO plays a key role and increases company innovations. To resolve an endogeneity problem authors used a difference in difference model and found that inventor CEO replacement for non-inventor leads to a decrease in the number of patents by 20% and citations by 36% [61]. The authors concluded that CEO individuality is more important than a firm’s innovative opportunities [61]. Also, they found that the inventor CEO invests in innovations more than the non-inventor, and that the founder effect, CEO overconfidence, and general managerial skills don’t incur any significant impact on innovations [61].

Another important part of the research of the “Inventor CEOs” [61] is devoted to CEO experience. According to empirical results, there is a positive correlation between CEO experience in some technology classes and the number of firm’s patents in the same technology class. And the more active the inventor CEO, the higher number of firm patents in the CEO-experienced-technologically class. Moreover, patents from the CEO-experienced-technologically class are more valuable: “$10.6 million higher average value per patent” [61, p. 516]. And the probability to create a radical patent in a class is higher when the CEO has “in-class inventor experience” [61, p. 516]. However, the authors found that investing in different technological classes leads to a lower number of patents in each class [61].

Following Mukherjee et al. (2017) [87], Islam and Zein (2020) [61] tested inventor CEO impact on firm financial outcomes and found that the stock market reacts more positively to announcements about a breakthrough new product made by the inventor CEO. Using different propensity to innovate measurement, the authors found that active and high-impact inventor CEOs are associated with a 70% higher number of patents, citation, and patents value than non-inventor CEOs. Bostan and Mian (2019) [88], also proved that companies, under the direction of inventor CEOs, have a higher number of both cited and uncited patents. It is interesting, also, that, according to the research results, the stock market undervalued inventor CEO-run companies, which allowed the firm to have abnormal stock returns during the first years after the appointment of the inventor CEO.

There is a widespread opinion that management education and work experience also impact his or her behavioral specificities, like risk-preferences and overconfidence [89]. According to Custódio et al. (2019) [90] research, CEOs who have management experience, will lead to an increase in the number of patents, however, some authors suggest that research experience will be the most valuable for CEOs in innovative companies [89]. The question about education consists of two parts: quality and specialization. Gottesman & Morey (2006) [91], found that the quality of education doesn't affect any significant impact on future innovation activity, including having an MBA degree. Islam and Zein (2020) [61] found that age doesn't incur any impact, however other authors, such as Acemoglu et al. (2014) [92], wrote that age is an important factor. I can suggest a possible explanation: maybe age is correlated with inventor CEO experience, measured as the number of patents, because the older the person is, the more years he or she has to create more patents.

**CEO risk-preference**

One of the first relationships between risk and creativity was found by the psychologist. Martindale (1999) [21], who demonstrated that creativity is positively correlated with cortical activation (arousal), which has an inverse U-shape form. When the complexity of the task increases, optimal arousal decreases. More simple tasks require a higher level of arousal. In other words, stress reduces creativity. The same result was observed by Kandasamy et al. (2014) [93], that in stress situations, the cortisol level increases, which reduces risk-appetite.
On the contrary, Eisenman (1987) [94] was one of the first who claimed about the positive correlation between creativity and risk-taking, studying firstborn white males. Subsequent authors supported Eisenman’s point of view [95] and developed it, especially regarding intrinsic motivation [96; 97]. The solution to this contradiction, according to Loch (2017) [98] and Shen et al. (2018) [99], is that risk-taking is a prerequisite of creativity. It means that inventors are ready to take some degree of risk, due to the high expected value of the innovations created, both for society and for themselves.

It is interesting, in the context of the current study, how to measure top-management risk preferences? One recent breakthrough research was made by Sunder et al. (2017) [9]. The authors investigated the presence of CEO pilot licenses as a proxy for sensation seeking. It is important to note that sensation seeking slightly differs from risk attitude and represents openness to new ideas, which is positively correlated with innovativeness [100]. It was found that a lower risk-aversion is positively correlated with innovations’ output. Grinblatt & Keloharju (2009) [101] found that people with a higher number of speeding tickets may be considered as sensation seekers and they are more active on the stock exchange.

There are also investigations devoted to risk perception proxy, like Fischer et al. (2007) [102]. It was proven that online racing games increase the probability of car accidents in real life and risk level in other actions. Also, a positive correlation between extreme sports and risk-taking was found by Sel if et al. (2007) [103]. However, Brymer (2010) [104] has the opposite view. The author thinks that extreme sportsmen understand risks quite well, both extreme sport risks and everyday risks (e.g., driving a car), they prepared carefully to eliminate the probability of a negative outcome from doing extreme sports, and should not be considered as sensation seekers. It should also be noted that risk is subjective – a motorcyclists’ speed may seem excessive to a car driver, but not to another, experienced motorcyclist.

Another factor that impacted risk attitude is “early life exposure to fatal disasters” [105, p. 169] according to Bernile et al. (2017) [105] study. The authors showed that there is a positive relationship between firm risk level and CEO risk attitude formed through negative events in childhood. It is interesting that, if the effects from an early life disaster were low to moderate, a person becomes riskier in the future in the CEO role. At the same time, if a disaster led to dramatic negative consequences, a person chooses a conservative risk minimization strategy in the CEO role. Moreover, Serfling (2014) [106] and Brooks et al. (2018) [107] showed that older investors have higher risk-aversion and lower willingness to invest.

One more interesting research is devoted to the cultural role in risk perception. Frijns et al. (2013) [108] studying M&A practice across the world, noticed that companies from counties with high risk-aversion, avoid international and cross-industry deals and require a higher premium. Thus, we can conclude that there are some different ways to estimate CEO creativity and innovativeness, using one of the considered sensation-seeking or risk-aversion measures.

CEO overconfidence

According to Griffin and Tversky (1992) [109], overconfident individuals tend to overestimate the net discounted expected payoffs from uncertain endeavors. When the CEO of the company is overconfident, it leads to both positive and negative effects for the firm. Before detailed overconfidence consequences consideration, let us review some approaches to CEO overconfidence measurement:

1) Stock options in CEO hands “after the vesting period in which an exercise becomes permissible” [60, p. 1459]. Malmendier & Tate (2005, 2008) [110; 111] created an options-based methodology, but Hirshleifer et al. (2012) [60] noticed that data inability does not allow researchers to recalculate 67% of the value in options, in a clear way, because CEO wealth was unknown;

2) Verbal analysis. For verbal analysis, Hirshleifer et al. (2012) [60] used 2 groups of words in the CEO’s speech: confident and cautious. CEO was considered as overconfident if the number of confident phrases exceeds the cautious ones each year;

3) One other methodology that is applicable for overconfidence estimation uses debt inflow because overconfident CEOs value equity more than debt. It is based on the idea that overconfident CEOs tend to overinvest, according to Galasso & Simcoe (2011) [112];

4) Moreover, there is a methodology that allows researchers to track R&D profitability – through CDSs (credit default swaps) improved by Chang et al. (2019) [113]. This methodology directly relies on debt financing which allows us to connect it with overconfidence measurement.

Also, it’s very important that CEO overconfidence does matter only for risky innovation industries and doesn’t incur any significant influence both on R&D amount and a firm’s value in other ones [60; 89; 112]. There are also some interesting findings regarding overconfidence. The first one is that companies with overconfident CEOs should have higher costs, in the form of investments, because the CEO believes in a project’s success too much and increases its scale. Malmendier and Tate (2005) [110] demonstrate that overconfident CEOs spend more available internal funds on capital expenditures. Chen et al. (2013) [114] concluded that SG&A decrease is not desirable for overconfident CEOs because they believe in “future growth prospects and SG&A needs”. The second conclusion is that the overconfident CEO prefers external debt financing, instead of shares issuing, to avoid dilution of equity capital as the CEO values it too high and because the overconfident CEO considers external equity financing as costly [115]. And last, but not least, a finding shows that overconfident CEOs may be slightly aggressive in acquisitions which often cause a negative market reaction [116].

It was found that companies with overconfident CEOs have higher stock volatilities and R&D expenditures which
leads to higher patents and citations. However, this innovations’ activity, unfortunately, does not always increase a company’s value [60; 117; 118]. CEO overconfidence leads to an increase in the number of patents and patent citations, but the correlation is lower than 1. Moreover, only an extremely overconfident CEO can increase a firm’s value through increased patents’ citations due to “radical” innovation invention.

**CEOs vs Board of directors**

Another block of literature proves that CEO overconfidence is not the unique company risk and innovations source. Let’s not forget about board and decision-making power distribution across board members, CEO, and other top management (for example, CFO). To evaluate risk correctly, it’s necessary to consider board members’ risk preferences. Leng et al. (2018) [119] proved that large boards can eliminate the negative effects of CEO overconfidence. Moreover, Kolasinski and Li (2013) [116] showed that well-balanced boards of directors can help overconfident CEOs to avoid mistakes during M&A deals. One more interesting article was written by Wong et al. (2017) [41] about ambidextrous innovation. They found that “an independent board and dedicated institutional ownership mitigate the positive relationship between CEO overconfidence and a firm’s ambidextrous imbalance” [41, p. 414]. Leng et al. (2018) [119] found that overconfident CEOs increase the likelihood of bankruptcy, however, larger boards decrease the probability. Li & Tang (2010) [120] noticed that the presence of independent directors on the board decreases overinvestment caused by CEO overconfidence. Nakano & Nguyen (2012) [121] think that a large board can outargue the overconfident CEO in the decision-making process. Using a sample consisting of 940 non-financial UK firms, listed on the LSE, and 1,304 CEOs during 2000–2015 years, the authors proved that the risk of failure is higher in firms managed by overconfident CEOs. At the same time just confident – not overconfident CEOs, reduce the probability of bankruptcy.

One more interesting paper about CEO behavioral bias mitigation by the board is written by Banerjee et al. in 2015 [122]. The authors studied whether independent directors on the board can restrain the negative effects caused by CEO overconfidence such as “extreme risk-taking and overinvestment” [122, p. 2813] on the example of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX), 2002. Based on O’Conor (2002) [123] the authors suggested that Enron’s troubles were not overcome in good time because of the “permissive board that exhibited groupthink and inadequate oversight” [122, p. 2813]. According to Graham et al. (2013) [124] “CEOs tend to be more optimistic, and less risk-averse, than the lay population is” [122, p. 2813]. Banerjee et al. (2015) [122] showed that capital expenditures to total assets made by overconfident CEOs decreased after SOX adoption. Also, they found that the process of SOX led to a significant drop, both in systematic and firm-specific risks, for firms with overconfident CEOs, but was it beneficial for shareholders? The authors demonstrated that SOX adoption leads to an increase in shareholders’ wealth in companies with overconfident CEOs, instead of “hinder value creation by these CEOs” [122, p. 2815].

The article, “Board composition and CEO power” by Baldenius et al. printed in the “Journal of Financial Economics” in 2014 [125] studied the board of directors and CEO relationship impact on shareholders’ wealth. The authors described 2 types of board: ‘centralized’ when the board makes a decision, and ‘delegated’ when the board delegates decision-making power to the CEO. Also, the board has 2 functions: to monitor management activity and to advise. It is interesting to note that board members with a financial background prefer to monitor, while former CEOs and people with technology, marketing, and consulting experience are more involved in advising. In general, CEOs prefer delegation instead of advising from the board side. It’s noticeable that the authors assumed that the board fully represented shareholders’ interests. Using modeling, the authors showed that “the CEO, at times, has incentives to appoint a board that is excessively focused on monitoring” [125, p. 64]. This result is surprising, on the one hand, because CEOs are less willing to be monitored, however, it revealed that the monitoring board prefers to delegate decision-making power to the CEO, which increases his power. The second surprising result is that CEOs can make projects more difficult to re-inforce themselves as a company’s leader. To counter the threat of entrenchment, shareholders nominate more advisor-biased boards instead of monitoring and advising to the same degree. According to the results obtained, “the less biased the CEO, the more the board delegates” and that “to increase shareholders value, CEO bias has to be small”.

Story et al. (2015) [126] showed that the relationship between a firm’s value and product innovations looks like an inverse U-shape, both in developed (UK) and developing (Ghana) counties. It is interesting that, for the developing country, an increase in access to financial sources leads to higher innovation output, and there is no such relationship in the developed market. It may be explained through a stable supply of the financial market in a developed country. Moreover, firms from a developing country are less able to compete with their competitors under more dynamic market conditions.

Based on the reviewed information we can formulate hypotheses about R&D amount, innovations types, and optimal for shareholders’ wealth board of directors’ types in innovative industries in dependence on two CEO characteristics: innovativeness and overconfidence (Table 1). As overconfidence and innovativeness have a stronger impact in innovative industries [60; 61] we take it into account. Risk-taking was not considered separately as it is a prerequisite of innovativeness both in form of creativity (inventor CEO) and innovative performance (overconfidence) [11; 98; 99].
Inventor CEO is based on Islam and Zein (2020) [61] and may be measured as the presence of CEO patents. On the one hand, the inventor CEO has all the personal traits required for innovations: the need for cognition, creativity, and innovative performance, however, there is a question will he be able to manage employees as managed himself? That is why we considered Inventor CEO as a person who exactly has the need for cognition and creativity [11], so this person will invest more in R&D than a non-inventor [61]. Overconfident CEO is considered as a person able to succeed in innovative performance [11]. Only an inventor overconfident person can make radical innovations [37; 60; 61]. But overconfidence according to the literature also impacts R&D expenditures [60; 61], so for overconfident CEO, it is higher than for non-overconfident both for inventor and non-inventor CEO types.

Optimal board types were chosen based on Baldenius et al. (2014) [125] between delegated and centralized. We add three levels of risk attitude for a centralized board: risk-averse (conservative board), risk-neutral (moderate board), and risk loving (risky board). Inventor non-overconfident CEO was considered as optimal for innovative industry, because based on his innovativeness we can conclude that he is confident (but not overconfident) [11; 124], that’s why his innovative performance may be profitable and stable. So, the best board for such a CEO is delegated board that just monitors the results of the firm activity. For inventor overconfident CEO centralized conservative board will be the better bankruptcy risk-reducing agent [67; 120–122]. A moderate board would forcefully control non-inventor overconfident CEO, because it will mitigate negative overconfidence effects, but will not interfere with the development of the company. And the risky board will compensate non-inventor non-overconfident CEO.

### Conclusion

According to the review prepared innovations are studied in the literature from many points of view. Innovation creation may be on individual [11] and firm levels [1]. Innovations’ input is measured as R&D which is connected with firm financials in two ways: firstly, like expenditures, secondly, as investments that may be profitable or not. That is why usually an inverse U-shape relationship between innovations inputs and share prices is tested [56]. R&D output may be measured as a share of innovative sales, patents and citation, and using patents’ value-weighted approach. Successful innovations require not only the financial base but also sufficient human capital in the company at all levels (from developers to the top management and board members) [7]. Big companies have an advantage in innovation creation due to their ability to concentrate a huge number of resources, and it also was noticed that big companies produce most of the innovations nowadays [61].

On the one hand, the firm innovation output positively depends on BoD’s and CEO’s low risk-aversion level, overconfidence, and innovativeness, but on the other hand, bankruptcy risk simultaneously increases. Also, it is noticeable that firms in which CEOs have a high propensity to innovate, provide more innovations, but only in innovative industries. Moreover, only extremely overconfident CEOs increase a firm’s value through higher innovation output, while firms with moderately overconfident CEOs have lower stock volatility and bankruptcy risk. Large boards and the presence of external directors can mitigate the negative effects of CEO overconfidence. It seems that there is an optimal point corresponding with innovation efficiency: balance between BoD and CEO innovativeness (including different degrees of confidence, low risk-aversion, open-mindedness, proactivity, resistance, and creativity) and financial discretion. So, we can see that profit in innovative industries is analog of Schumpeter risk premium [1] and Knight payment for uncertainty [8].

Also, where is an interesting question that remains unresolved - who is more important for company innovativeness: the CEO or the board? According to my point of view, which is supported by Islam and Zein (2020) [61], the CEO plays a more important role in the innovation creation process than the board of directors, because the CEO is the manager and has a direct impact on business processes in the company when the board of directors – indirect. As a continuation of the study, it would be interesting to test predicted in Table 1 relationships on real data. There are also some limitations of the study. Firstly, we did not consider the full range of personal traits such as narcissism or short-termism, and characteristics like CEO power, etc.

### Table 1. R&D amount, innovation output, and optimal board of directors’ type prediction in dependence on CEO characteristics in innovative industries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Inventor CEO</th>
<th>Overconfident CEO</th>
<th>R&amp;D expenditures</th>
<th>Innovations output</th>
<th>Optimal board type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Non-inventor</td>
<td>Non-overconfident</td>
<td>The lowest</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Centralized risky board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overconfident</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Incremental</td>
<td>Centralized moderate board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inventor</td>
<td>Non-overconfident</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Incremental</td>
<td>Delegated board</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Overconfident</td>
<td>The highest</td>
<td>Radical</td>
<td>Centralized conservative board</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: author’s hypotheses based on Islam and Zein (2020) [61]; Hirshleifer et al. (2012) [60]; Hirshleifer et al. (2013) [53]; Baldenius et al. (2014) [125].
that also may be valuable for innovations prediction. Secondly, it seems that it is not possible to predict innovation impact on shareholders wealth based only on CEO and the board characteristics.
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